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The right ladder
for every vehicle
Series equipment and retrofit kits for all vehicle models

www.hymer-automotive.com

NEW

Telescopic ladder
The compact ladder for indoors and outdoors.
When collapsed it is easy to transport
and stow in a small space.

BG BAU
gefördert

C

B
BG BAU
gefördert

A Transport

B Ladder hook bracket

For easy transporting and
space-saving stowage.

Stable bracket to hook
and attach ladders safety
in the vehicle.

C Rubber bumper

D Hand grip

Lean ladders safely
without scuffing surfaces.

Practical hand grip to
carry the ladder with ease.

E Rungs

F Damping system

Wide non-slip rungs
for easy access.

A unique damping system
to protect fingers when
collapsing the ladder.

G Foot

H Central lock

Non-slip feet for a safe
grip on the floor.

Collapse all rungs
in a single operation.

I

Anodised
stiles

EN
131-6

EN
1645
1646

E

F

H
D

A

I Gecko (optional)

G

Secure hold inside and
outside the vehicle due
to integrated hooks and
anti-slip cups.

www.hymer-automotive.com

Hook-on ladder Light
A lightweight tried and tested hook-on ladder for inside
the vehicle e.g. to access a bed or high overhead cupboards
Several component combinations to obtain the best possible
adaptation to your interface.

A Hook bracket variants

BG BAU
MADE IN
gefördert
GERMANY

A
B
042523

010663

025794

025199

025793

Anodised
stiles
147081

EN
1645
1646

B Hook variants

010662

C Rung variants:

Fixed at the stile centre,
Flush with the rear stile edge
wide rungs for easy access. wide rungs for easy access.
Rung edges protected when
ladder is stowed horizontally.

D Foot variants
013486

C

D

Possible combinations
010662 Hook
025199 Hook
025793 Hook

024723 / 024724

Wide foot for safe leaning
angle of 15° for easy
access.

∙
∙

042523 Hook bracket

∙
∙

Extra large disc foot to
protect sensitive floors
from pressure points.
Ball joint for extra stability
with variable leaning angle
between 15° and 20°.

010663 Hook bracket

∙
∙
∙

025794 Hook bracket

147081 Handle

∙

www.hymer-automotive.com

Scaling ladder
The space-saving ladder which comes in parts.
Ideal for camper vans where every centimetre
counts.

A Hook bracket variants

BG BAU
MADE IN
gefördert
GERMANY

025199

A

B
042523

Anodised
stiles

010663

Large hook bracket

Small hook bracket

B Hook

C Snap closure

042523

EN
1645
1646

Sturdy easily replaceable
hook bracket to attach
the ladder.

010663

Ladder parts securely
attached in few
operations.

D Rungs
013486

C

024723 / 024724

Wide rungs
for easy access.

E Foot variants

D

Wide foot for safe leaning
angle of 15° for easy
access.

E

Extra large disc foot to
protect sensitive floors
from pressure points.
Ball joint for extra stability
with variable leaning angle
between 15° and 20°.

www.hymer-automotive.com

Round-tube hook-on ladder
The low-cost, narrow solution that saves space
in the cabin. It’s your choice: either with a slight leaning
angle or vertical and attached to the bunk bed and floor.

A
B
BG BAU
MADE IN
gefördert
GERMANY

Angled unhookable ladder
B Hook

A Hook bracket variants

C

EN
1645
1646

042523

010663

Large hook bracket

Small hook bracket

C Rung

D Foot

Wide rungs for easy
access.

Rubber-padded foot
for safe grip on floor.

Sturdy hook to attach the
ladder in the hook bracket.

D

BG BAU
MADE IN
gefördert
GERMANY

B
A

Fixed vertical ladder
A Bunk bed attachment B Ladder tube ends

007731

EN
1645
1646

Spacer to attach ladder
permanently to the
bunk bed.

The right cap to protect
against sharp edges.

C Rungs

D Floor attachment

Wide rungs for easy
access.

Permanent floor
attachment of ladder
at 90° angle.

C

D

0077150

Flush lamellar plug
as protection against
sharp edges.

Other products …
We supply you with the system solutions you need. Just as systems are never the same, so our solutions are never
off-the-peg. We design, manufacture and supply you with the necessary components tailored to your specific
requirements – fast and at low cost due to industrial serial production and based on the latest standards.

Bed systems

Drop-down beds

Driver’s cab doors

Driver’s cab windows

Body doors

Stowage locker doors

System supplements

